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Where the Truth Lies Bantam
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored
history of the award-winning The Daily Show with
Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents,
writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined
the borders between television comedy, political
satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched
the careers of some of today's most significant
comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the
powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's
behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and

camaraderie will be chronicled by the players
themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the
star cast members and writers-including Samantha
Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell
- plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent
guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn
Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral
history takes the reader behind the curtain for all
the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy
Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor
Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in
the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of
the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for
not only comedy but also commentary, with a
reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to
effect real change in the world. Through years of
incisive election coverage, passionate debates with
President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill
O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall
Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a
cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the
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people behind the show's seminal moments come
together to share their memories of the last-minute
rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-
ups, and moments of Zen both on and off the set of
one of America's most groundbreaking shows.

Breathless Bloomsbury Publishing USA
"Sami's mother disappeared ten years ago, and the police
have always suspected that Sami's father killed her. But
they've never had any convincing evidence...until now.
Sami's sure her father's innocent. Or is she?"--
Between Bloomsbury Publishing USA
A Seventeen Best Book of the Year A New York Public Library Top Ten
Best Book of the Year A Kirkus Best Book of the Year For fans of All the
Bright Places and Looking for Alaska comes "a daring, inventive story about
love and loss and longing, reminding us that every choice can be a new
chance. A dazzling, not-to-be-missed debut." --Kathleen Glasgow, author of
Girl in Pieces In one impulsive moment the summer before they leave for
college, Scarlett and David plunge into a brief and irresistible swirl of
romance, particle physics, and questionable decisions. Scarlett and David
have known each other all their lives in small-town Graceville, Colorado,
where David is just another mountain in the background, until, one day, he is
suddenly so much more than part of the scenery. Magnetic, spontaneous,
David is a gravitational force. And Scarlett, pragmatic, wry, eye on the
future, welcomes the pull he has on her even as she resists it. Moving
between the present and the past, this is the story of a seemingly grounded
girl who's pulled into a lightning-strike romance with an electric-charged
boy, and the enormity of the aftermath. Smart, bold, and emotionally deep,
Shana Youngdahl's debut explores grief, guilt, and reconciling who you think
you need to be with the person you've been all along. It's an aching,
transporting reminder that between the past that shapes us and the
unknowable future, we have only the present to forgive ourselves and forge
ahead. "A story you won't forget." --Huntley Fitzpatrick, author of My Life

Next Door "Mystery...Heartbreak...Hope...Readers will not be able to put this
one down."--SLJ "Vivid" --Seventeen.com "You'll speed read through [it]"
--PopSugar "John Green-like, intelligent and peppered with witty repartee"
--Booklist "Heartbreaking, exquisitely crafted" --Estelle Laure, author of This
Raging Light "Deeply authentic...Marvelously complex...Readers shouldn't
miss [it]" --Kirkus, starred review "A complex, compassionately written love
story" --PW "A definite purchase and must read."--VOYA "Perfect." --Book
Page
Battle Fatigue Bloomsbury Publishing USA
When Katie Kitrell is shipped off to boarding school by her distant father
and overbearing mother, it doesn't take her long to become part of the It
Crowd. She's smart, she's cute, and she's an Olympic-bound swimmer who
has a first class ticket to any Ivy League school of her choice. But what her
new friends, roommate, and boyfriend don't know is that Katie is swimming
away from her past, and from the schizophrenic older brother, Will, who
won't let her go. As Katie's star rises, her brother descends deeper into
insanity. And when he does the unthinkable, it's all Katie can do to keep her
head above water.
Bad Girl Gone St. Martin's Griffin
The luxurious celebrity cruise launching the trendy new diet
sweetener Solu should be the vacation of a lifetime. But Laurel
is starting to regret accepting her friend Viv's invitation. She's
already completely embarrassed herself in front of celebrity
host Tom Forelli—the hottest guy ever!—and she's too sick to
even try the sweetener. And that's before Viv and all the other
passengers start acting really strange. Tom knows that he
should be grateful for this job and the chance to shed his
former-child-star image. His publicists have even set up a
'romance' with a sexy reality star. But as things on the ship
start to get wild, he finds himself drawn to a different girl. And
when the hosting gig turns into an expose on the shocking side
effects of Solu, it's Laurel that he's determined to save. Emmy
Laybourne, author of the Monument 14 trilogy, takes readers
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on a dream vacation in Sweet that goes first comically, then
tragically, then horrifyingly, wrong!

The Last Good Day of the Year Candlewick Press
On the surface, Emily Meckler leads the perfect life. She
has three best friends, two loving parents, and the ideal
setup at the Connecticut prep school where her father is
the headmaster. But Emily also suffers from devastating
nightmares about fire and water, and nobody knows why.
Then the enigmatic Del Sugar enters her life, and Emily is
immediately swept away-but her passionate relationship
with Del is just the first of many things that aren't quite
what they seem in Emily's life. As the lies she's been told
start to unravel, Emily must set out to discover the truth
regarding her nightmare; on a journey that will lead her to
question everything she thought she knew about love,
family, and her own idyllic past. This companion novel to
Warman's critically acclaimed Breathless proves that
sometimes the biggest lies are told to the people you love
the most.
The Daily Show (The Book) A&C Black
Annie's home and heart are divided by the Civil War.
Annie Sinclair's Virginia home is in the battle path of the
Civil War. Her brothers, Laurence and Jamie, fight to
defend the South, while Annie and her mother tend to
wounded soldiers. When she develops a romantic
connection with a Union Army lieutenant, Annie's view of
the war broadens. Then an accusation calls her loyalty
into question. A nation and a heart divided force Annie to
choose her own course.

Breathless Penguin Group Australia

Inside the closed community of Borough Park, where
most Chassidim live, the rules of life are very clear,
determined by an ancient script written thousands of
years before down to the last detail-and abuse has
never been a part of it. But when thirteen-year-old
Gittel learns of the abuse her best friend has suffered
at the hands of her own family member, the adults in
her community try to persuade Gittel, and themselves,
that nothing happened. Forced to remain silent, Gittel
begins to question everything she was raised to
believe. A richly detailed and nuanced book, one of
both humor and depth, understanding and horror, this
story explains a complex world that remains an echo
of its past, and illuminates the conflict between
yesterday's traditions and today's reality.
When the Ground Is Hard Scholastic Inc.
Sixteen-year-old Cara Lange has always been a loner, even
more so since she moved away from her best and only friend,
Zoe, a few years ago. Cara mostly spends her time avoiding
the popular girls who call her 'choker' after a humiliating
incident in the cafeteria, and watching Ethan Gray from a
distance, wishing he would finally notice her. Then one day
Cara comes home and finds Zoe waiting for her. Zoe's on the
run from problems at home, and Cara agrees to help her hide.
With Zoe back, Cara's life changes overnight. Zoe gives her a
new look and new confidence, and before she can blink, Cara is
flirting with Ethan and getting invited to parties. And best of
all, she has her best friend to confide in again. But just as
quickly as Cara's life came together, it starts to unravel. A girl
goes missing in her town, and everyone is a suspect ~
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including Ethan. Worse still, Zoe starts behaving very strangely,
and Cara begins to wonder what exactly her friend does all day
when she's at school. You're supposed to be able to trust your
best friend no matter what, but what if she turns into a total
stranger?

As Many Nows as I Can Get Simon and Schuster
This must-read for lovers of Stephen King's The Shining
will leave readers breathless as Seda and her family find
themselves at the mercy of a murderer in an isolated and
snowbound hotel. Get ready for what Kirkus calls "A
bloody, wonderfully creepy scare ride." When her mom
inherits an old, crumbling mansion, Seda's almost excited
to spend the summer there. The grounds are beautiful and
it's fun to explore the sprawling house with its creepy
rooms and secret passages. Except now her mom wants
to renovate, rather than sell the estate—which means
they're not going back to the city...or Seda's friends and
school. As the days grow shorter, Seda is filled with
dread. They're about to be cut off from the outside world,
and she's not sure she can handle the solitude or the
darkness it brings out in her. Then a group of teens get
stranded near the mansion during a blizzard. Seda has no
choice but to offer them shelter, even though she knows
danger lurks in the dilapidated mansion—and in herself.
And as the snow continues to fall, what Seda fears most is
about to become her reality...

Splinter A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
Her father died before she was born, but Ella Benton
knows they have a supernatural connection. Since her
mother discourages these beliefs, Ella keeps her

cemetery visits secret. But she may not be the only
one with secrets. Ella’s mother might be lying about
how Dad died sixteen years ago. Newfound evidence
points to his death in a psychiatric hospital, not as a
result of a tragic car accident as her mother always
claimed. After a lifetime of just the two of them, Mom
suddenly feels like a stranger. When a handprint much
like the one Ella left on her father’s tombstone
mysteriously appears on the bathroom mirror, at first
she wonders if Dad is warning her of danger as he did
once before. If it’s not a warning, could her new too-
good-to-be-true boyfriend be responsible for the
strange occurrences? Or maybe it’s the grieving
building superintendent whose dead daughter strongly
resembles Ella? As the unexplained events become
more frequent and more sinister, Ella becomes
terrified about who—or what—might harm her. Soon the
evidence points to someone else entirely: Ella herself.
What if, like her father, she’s suffering from a
breakdown? In this second novel from award-winning
author Yvonne Ventresca, Ella desperately needs to
find answers, no matter how disturbing the truth might
be. Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse
and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range
of books for young readers—picture books for small
children, chapter books, books for middle grade
readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes
bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft;
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stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach
lessons about tolerance, patience, and the
environment, and much more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Alone Harlequin
Ten years after Samantha and her next door neighbor
Remy watched as a man broke into Sam's home and
lifted her younger sister, Turtle, from her sleeping
bag, Sam's shattered family returns to her childhood
home in an effort to heal, and the more they re-
examine the events of that fateful night, the more
questions they have about what really happened to
Turtle.
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1) Simon
and Schuster
BetweenBloomsbury Publishing USA

Confessions of an Angry Girl Speak
Adopted by the alpha of a werewolf pack after a
rogue wolf brutally killed her parents right before her
eyes, fifteen-year-old Bryn knows only pack life, and
the rigid social hierarchy that controls it. That doesn't
mean that she's averse to breaking a rule or two. But
when her curiosity gets the better of her and she
discovers Chase, a new teen locked in a cage in her
guardian's basement, and witnesses him turn into a

wolf before her eyes, the horrific memories of her
parents' murders return. Bryn becomes obsessed with
getting her questions answered, and Chase is the only
one who can provide the information she needs. But in
her drive to find the truth, will Bryn push too far
beyond the constraints of the pack, forcing her to
leave behind her friends, her family, and the identity
that she's shaped? An exciting new paranormal
adventure, with a heroine that rivals Buffy, Raised by
Wolves will leave you howling for more.
Blind Carolrhoda Lab ™
Ten years ago, seven-year-old Samantha and her next
door neighbor Remy watched helplessly as Sam's little
sister was kidnapped. Later, Remy and Sam identified the
man and he was sent to prison. Now, Sam's shattered
family is returning to her childhood home in an effort to
heal. As long-buried memories begin to surface, she and
Remy wonder what they really saw. The more they re-
examine the events of that fateful night, the more
questions they have about what happened to Turtle . . .
and they become more certain that Turtle's killer is still
out there, hidden amongst the members of their tight-knit
community. Master storyteller Jessica Warman keeps
readers guessing in an arresting page-turner that
questions whether the potential for evil lurks within us all.
Black Flowers, White Lies Bloomsbury Publishing USA
Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest
conflicts. Danny Manion has been fighting his entire life.
Sometimes with his fists. Sometimes with his words. But when
his actions finally land him in real trouble, he can't fight the
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judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out
there's a perfect place for him in the US military: the Studies
and Observation Group (SOG), an elite volunteer-only task
force comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army Green
Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With the
SOG's focus on covert action and psychological warfare, Danny
is guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a hugely dangerous
one. Fortunately, the very same qualities that got him in trouble
at home make him a natural-born commando in a secret war.
Even if almost nobody knows he's there. National Book Award
finalist Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction series
based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black ops.
Before I Die Harper Collins
Edgar Award nominee stuns in this heartrending tale set in a
Swaziland boarding school where two girls of different castes
bond over a shared copy of Jane Eyre. Adele Joubert loves
being one of the popular girls at Keziah Christian Academy.
She knows the upcoming semester at school is going to be
great with her best friend Delia at her side. Then Delia dumps
her for a new girl with more money, and Adele is forced to
share a room with Lottie, the school pariah, who doesn't pray
and defies teachers' orders. But as they share a copy of Jane
Eyre, Lottie's gruff exterior and honesty grow on Adele, and
Lottie learns to be a little sweeter. Together, they take on
bullies and protect each other from the vindictive and
prejudiced teachers. Then a boy goes missing on campus and
Adele and Lottie must rely on each other to solve the mystery
and maybe learn the true meaning of friendship.

On the Move! Bloomsbury Publishing USA
At boarding school, Katie tries to focus on swimming and
becoming popular instead of on the painful memories of
her institutionalized schizophrenic older brother.

7 Souls Penguin
A recently deceased girl must solve her own murder in order
to escape purgatory in Bad Girl Gone by Temple Mathews.
Sixteen year-old Echo Stone awakens in a cold sweat in a dark
room, having no idea where she is or how she got there. But
she soon finds out she’s in Middle House, an orphanage filled
with mysteriously troubled kids. There’s just one problem:
she’s not an orphan. Her parents are very much alive. She
explains this to everyone, but no one will listen. After
befriending a sympathetic (and handsome) boy, Echo is able to
escape Middle House and rush home, only to discover it sealed
off by crime scene tape and covered in the evidence of a
terrible and violent crime. As Echo grapples with this world-
shattering information, she spots her parents driving by and
rushes to flag them down. Standing in the middle of street,
waving her arms to get their attention, her parents’ car drives
right through her. She was right. Her parents are alive—but
she’s not. She’s a ghost, just like all the other denizens of
Middle House. Desperate to somehow get her life back and
reconnect with her still-alive boyfriend, Echo embarks on a
quest to solve her own murder. As the list of suspects grows,
the quest evolves into a journey of self-discovery in which she
learns she wasn’t quite the girl she thought she was. In a twist
of fate, she’s presented with one last chance to reclaim her life
and must make a decision which will either haunt her or bless
her forever.

The Lovely Bones Simon and Schuster
Elizabeth Valchar-pretty, popular, and perfect-wakes up
the morning after her eighteenth birthday party on her
family's yacht, where she'd been celebrating with her six
closest friends. A persistent thumping noise has roused
her. When she goes to investigate, what she finds will
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change everything she thought she knew about her life, her
friends, and everything in between. As Liz begins to
unravel the circumstances surrounding her birthday night,
she will find that no one around her, least of all Liz herself,
was perfect-or innocent. Critically acclaimed author
Jessica Warman brings readers along on a roller-coaster
ride of a mystery, one that is also a heartbreaking
character study, a touching romance, and ultimately a
hopeful tale of redemption, love, and letting go.
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